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Our students are participating in  
Word Mania finals!  
A massive well-done to all students for their super 

participation in the world’s leading word building competition, but a special 
mention to Year 8 who have made it into FINALS week!  
Currently, we are ranked 10th on the Leader board (The leader board scores are calculated by taking 
the sum of the top 50 scores of each year group. No more than 10 scores are taken from any one 
student).   
 
We wish Year 8 every success in the final few days of the global competition – we need every single 
student playing, and we can’t wait for the publication of the winning schools. 
 
As for Year 5,6 and 7, please do still enjoy access to this fantastic game to help improve your spelling 
and word knowledge.  
 

Good Luck Year 8! 
 

é

Reading Café  

Friday 22nd November 5JB – Friday 29th November 5RK 

                                                                                                

 

 

ATTITUDE IS A LITTLE THING 
THAT MAKES A BIG DIFFERENCE 

https://www.wordmania.com/en/
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In the last week of last half term, Mrs McVittie and Mrs De-Loyde were given a tough challenge by Year 7 & 8 pupils.  Following 

on from the in class Future Chef competition, 7 pupils were asked to take part in round 2 of the school heats after school, they 

were challenged to create 12 mini pies either sweet or savoury, in just one hour. They were competing for 2 places for the 

Future Chef regional heats to be held in Birmingham in December. 

Lucy Wright, Ethan McCormack, Erin Morris, Charley Wood, Chloe Heathcote, Alfie Ward and Fraser Smith made pastry from 

scratch and then prepared enticing fillings such as apple crumble, apple, raisin and cinnamon, egg custard and lemon meringue 

to demonstrate their skills.  They had to rub in, roll out, cut out the pastry, they had to chop, dice, simmer their toppings and 

then bake their pies in the oven as well as wash up after themselves, all in 1 hour. 

Both Mrs McVitiie and Mrs De-Loyde, as well as the pupils were very proud of their creations, their efforts and the skills 

used.  The two lucky teachers then had to taste the pies and make the tough decision of which 2 pupils would be put forward to 

the regional heats.  All pupils made very tasty creations and presented them beautifully. 

Chloe Heathcote and Charley Wood have been selected to go through to the next level of the competition where they will have 

to create a main dish and a dessert in 90 minutes.   

Well done to both girls as well as the 7 round 2 competitors and all those who took part in the class rounds. 

                                                          

 

RSPB Wild Challenge – Monday and Friday lunchtimes  

Miss Walters and Miss Holmes are hosting a brand new nature club between 

1:00pm and 1:30pm every Friday.  The club is named ‘Fantastic Mini-Beasts 

and where to find them!’  

This exciting new club is for nature lovers and those who want to make a 

difference to the wild life at our school and local area.  

The club will include the RSPB Wild Challenges that are found on the RSPB 

Website, and we will be working towards Bronze, Silver and Gold awards 

which if you take part you will get an individual certificate for. How exciting!  

There are, unfortunately, limited places so if you want to join, you will have to 

apply by making a fantastic poster on your favourite British animal, plant or 

insect and then hand your poster to either Miss Walters or Miss Holmes. Please make sure you put your name and 

class on the back of your poster.  
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for week 4th-8th November 

BEN SIMPSON  5CWK OWEN COLE  6AG                      JESSICA HEATH 7JWD AARON HEATH 8DH 

 JACK ROCHE 5JB EVAN SMITH 6AP EVIE PARKES 7KM EWAN NEWMAN 8HE 

 GRACIE BESS PARKES 5LK TOBY HUSSEY  6CA WILLIAM JONES 7RCT  AVA HOWARD 8JW 

FINN SANDERS 5RK NIYAL BARTON  6TG FRASER HODGES 7LW JAMES PLATT 8SH 

RYAN HAY  5SE 

  

CALAN CAMPBELL 8SS 

’

✭LUKA MARINKOVIC   ✭ARTHUR McMULLAN   ✭MATTHEW ABLEY 

✭BEN SIMPSON    ✭TED COOPER    ✭AVA BARNES 

✭LIBBY JEFFERIS   ✭ELIZABETH OWEN   ✭WILL CASHMORE 

✭CHE CECIL-KHECHARA   ✭LILIA BARRETT   ✭ERIN PRICE 

✭GRACIE DILLOW   ✭ETHAN PARR    ✭POPPY BRIGGS 

✭FINLEY LLOYD-WHITE   ✭CALUM PRESTON   ✭CHARLIE MILNER 

✭NAGLIS CEPULIS   ✭JACK BROWN    ✭HARRIET McDONALD 

✭ISABELLE REED   ✭EVIE PHILLIPS    ✭ALEX WILLIAMS 

✭CHARLIE JAMES   ✭ISAAC MORRIS    ✭ANDREW HUNT 

✭ISABELLE MUNNELLY   ✭LIBBY CLARKE    ✭JAMES ARCHER

Laura Birks (6AP)   Ruby Crawford-Jones (6AG) Alex Walker (5SE)  
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Matthew Abley (6AP)   Samuel Aldridge (5JB)   Lilia Barrett (5SE)  

 Mason Beeston (5LK)   Emma Binns (8SH)    Isabelle Birks (5SE) 

 Lea Blount (8DH)    Harry Boulton (8DH)   Jessi Bradford (8SS) 

 Frazer Burton (8DH)   Che Cecil-Khechara (6AP)  Sam Chisnall (5JB) 

 Matthew Clitheroe (7KM)    Ted Cooper (6AG)   Lewis Corbett (5LK)  

 Lilly-May Crawford-Giles (5JB)  Hannah Dennis (8DH)   Brandon Drakulic (5JB) 

 Tyron Drakulic (5LK)   Kaitlyn Giles (8SH)   Imogen Griffiths (8SH) 

 Jack Harris (8DH)    Alfie Haynes (5JB)   Aaron Heath (8DH) 

 Andrew Hill (8SH)    Charlie Hill (7RCT)   Stephen Hill (8SH) 

Fraser Hodges (7LW)  Molly Hodgetts (8DH)  James Hodgkiss (8DH 

Ava Howard (8JW)  Amelia Jones (5JB)  Chace Lymer (5CWK) 

Alex Macey (8SH)   Cooper Marsh (8SH)  Harrison Mason-Smith (8SH) 

Thomas McAleenan (8DH) James Millard (8DH)   Holly Milner (8SH) 

Joe Milner (8SS)   Erin Morris (8SH)   James Murphy (7JWD) 

Ewan Newman (8HE)  Maple Norman (8DH)  Zion Nrialike (8SS)  

Gracie Parkes (5LK)   Ethan Parr (6AG)   Alfie Parsons (8SH) 

Abimae Phillips (8DH)  Evie Phillips (7KM)  James Platt (8SH) 

Kaylie Poon (5LK)     Erin Price (5SE)   Olivia Plant (7JWD) 

William Platt (6AG)  Kaylie Poon (5LK)   Erin Price (5SE) 

Jack Price (8DH)    Nathan Proud (8DH)  Scarlett Robinson (7LW) 

Amy Rudge (8SS)   Preston Russon (8JW)   Chloe Scarratt (5JB) 

Oliver Scriven (8SH)  Neve Skidmore (8SH)  Jayden Stone (5JB) 
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Tristan Taylor (8SH)  Charlotte Waine (8DH)  Ben Walmsley (8SH) 

Emily Wellsbury (5JB)  Alexander Williams (7JWD) Mason Withington (5CWK) 

 

 

Tamsin Flannery in Year 6, competed at the West Midlands Acro Championships on Saturday.   

Tamsin and her partners finished first in the Grade 4 Women's group category, claiming a gold medal 
and the title of West Midlands Grade 4 Women's Group Champion.    

They also achieved the highest score of the whole competition. 

 
 

…

 
On Sunday 10th November, Jennifer Marshall (Y6) celebrated her own success at a gymnastics competition. She 
kindly reported to us, “The competition was at Birches Valley. I came 2nd on the vault and 3rd on the floor. On 
the floor, I did multiple flips and balances. On the vault, I did a handstand flat-back. It was tricky to do but I 
managed it. Having come 2nd on the vault and 3rd on the floor, this meant that I came 1st overall! I was really 
proud of myself and my mom was almost crying with joy! I was presented with a gold medal”. 
Jennifer brought in her gold medal to show us.  
 
Harriet Ball (Y6) was also at a gymnastics competition at the weekend! She told us, “I took part in the West 
Midlands Regional Gymnastics NDP acrobatics competition and won a gold medal! In my routine I had to work 
with a partner and had to do multiple balances like: Back angel, stand on knees, stag handstand, leap frog and 
supported cartwheel”. She also added, “I had to do 3 individual actions. I chose shoulder stand cartwheel, 
sashay cartwheel and bridge”. She told us about how she felt, “Before I went on, I felt scared, nervous and 
anxious. However, in a way it boosted my confidence and improved my routine. After I had completed my 
routine, I waited intensely for my results. The second I had my results I was overjoyed as I had won gold medal 
in my first competition with my new club: Style 30”. 
 
Harriet brought in an A4 sized frame of several of her competition photos and her medal to show us.  
We are extremely proud of Jennifer and Harriet’s achievements and we look forward to hearing of their future 
achievements they will gain from their hard work, determination and their support they receive from their 
families.  
 
Well done, both of you! 
 
If any students or parents want to share their sporting success with the school and its community, then let us 
know. 
Mr Sutton 
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Harriet receiving her Gold Medal 

 

I would like to remind all parents/carers/students that it is important to be organised with the correct and 

appropriate kit and additional items (please see kit list in organisers and below for next term’s modules). 

Unfortunately, too many students are turning up to PE without the required kit/equipment. This is incredibly 

disruptive to starting the lesson. Please could you take time this weekend to check that your son/daughter has 

all that is required for their PE lesson. I have re-issued the L’hebdo information I sent out prior to half term (see 

below/next page). Your cooperation with this would be greatly appreciated. Thank you. 

Please read the information below to see the activities that your child/children will be learning after half term 

(Monday 4th November – Friday 20th December) and the kit that they are required to bring to the lesson. 

Boys Y5 Y6 Y7 Y8 
Lesson 1 Football Basketball Football Hockey 
Lesson 2 Football Basketball Football Hockey 

 

Y6 PE lessons will require their PE top, black fleece, black shorts (plain or with PMS logo), PE socks (black with 

red band) and trainers. 

Y5 and Y7 boys’ PE lessons will require their PE top, black fleece, black shorts (plain or with PMS logo), PE 

socks (black with red band), shin pads, boots and trainers. 

Year 8 PE lessons will require their PE top, black fleece, black shorts (plain or with PMS logo), PE socks (black 

with red band), shin pads and trainers. A gum shield is strongly advised for students to wear during the hockey 

module. The self-moulding gum shields are advised over the ‘fixed’ shape ones. Protective padded hockey issue 

gloves can be worn if students want to. 

Girls Y5 Y6 Y7 Y8 
Lesson 1 Gymnastics Gymnastics Gymnastics Gymnastics 
Lesson 2 Gymnastics Gymnastics Gymnastics Gymnastics 

 

All girls’ lessons will require their PE top, black shorts (plain or with PMS logo), PE socks and trainers. 

Please note: From Monday 4th November 2019 to 3rd April 2020, the black socks with the red band must 

be worn.  
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As we know, it is important to stay hydrated, especially when participating in a physical activity. Please could 

we encourage you to send your child to school with a clearly named water bottle. Students should be bringing 

their water bottle with an adequate level of water in it to the PE lesson. Unfortunately, students who forget 

their water bottle can disrupt learning time by asking to go and get it. 

 

 

With the bad weather and dark nights could we please ask you to be careful when driving on the 

school car park and areas surrounding school, especially with regard to cyclists. 
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Year 7 theatre trip  

On Tuesday, Year 7 (accompanied by the English department) had the pleasure of attending The 

Edge theatre in Telford to enjoy the National Theatre Company’s production of Private Peaceful: a 

text they are currently studying. It was a wonderful event and saw our students introduced to the 

impressive skill of monologue acting whereby more than 13 characters were played by the same 

actor! The change in stance and the command of accents was something which all students have 

admitted to being quite astounded by.  It was a truly unique experience and the students were 

blown-away – fortunately, not by the rapid machine gun fire of WW1.  

It was such a pleasure to spend time with the year group and they really were true ambassadors for 

the school. Thank you to all who attended; it was a fitting event to begin the study of such a 

compelling text.  

 

Let’s go to the Theatre! 

Last year, Year 6 had the exciting task of studying The Boy in the Dress by David Williams, and we 

know how much our students in other year groups also love Williams’’ range 

of quirky books. Therefore, we thought they may like to know about this, the 

latest production being hosted by the Royal Shakespeare Company: The Boy in 

the Dress.  

David Walliams’ heart-warming comedy comes to the stage for the first time in 

a musical adapted by Mark Ravenhill, new songs from Robbie Williams and 

Guy Chambers, directed by Artistic Director Gregory Doran. 

 

ROYAL SHAKESPEARE THEATRE 

STRATFORD-UPON-AVON 

UNTIL 8 MAR 2020 

BOOK TICKETS 

Running time: 2 hrs + 20 mins interval 

For more information, please see the website:  

https://www.rsc.org.uk/the-boy-in-the-dress-musical/?goal=0_ef82b5d6fa-204b074f2a-

82319413&mc_cid=204b074f2a&mc_eid=c4e8ff2577 
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Year 5 Curriculum 
Autumn Half term 2 

English— Conclude reading Friend or Foe by writing a new scene for the novel, paying 
attention to the features of dialogue. Next, we will explore the Big Question: Which animal 
makes the toughest migration? We will use the skills of skimming and scanning to find answers 
to write a chronological report about a specific animal migration. We will also study Mark 
Twain as part of our performing arts focus and conclude the term with the Ultimate Rap.  

Computing—Students will be 
programming their own 
educational game in 
Scratch. They will design 
their own graphics in a game 
that will test their times 
table knowledge as they aim 
for a high score. 

Music -Classroom Jazz 1.  In 
this topic students  will 
focuses on: improvisation 
skills, structure, notation.  
They will develop their 
theoretical and practical 
understanding of jazz music. 

History- Students will 
complete their Ancient 
Egyptian study and then 
study the Ancient Greeks; 
including Greek life, 
achievements and their 
influence on the western 
world.  

Design and Technology—
Students are designing and 
making their own phone or 
pencil case using hessian, 
stitching techniques and    
applique. 

French—Students will be 
learning the French 
alphabet and using it to 
spell out their own, and 
other people’s names. They 
will be food tasting and 
giving their opinions on food 
and drink.   

Art—Students will be 
exploring the visual elements 
in art. Producing a series of 
experimental pieces in their 
sketchbook and then 
developing this into a 3D 
paper sculpture of the visual 
elements they have 
explored. 

Maths—Students will be developing their understanding of multiples, factors, prime numbers, 
square and cube numbers. They will then explore strategies to calculate the area and 

perimeter of rectangles and squares.  

Science—Students will be 
studying “Staying Alive”. This 
will include a general 
overview of the human body 
and its systems. The 
circulatory system will be 
looked at in more detail.  

P.E.—Boys will learn skills for 
playing competitive football, 
applying basic principles 
suitable for attacking and 
defending. Girls will learn to 
develop flexibility, strength, 
technique, control and 
balance in gymnastics. 

Homework—Most weeks students will have MyMaths, 1 sheet of Maths homework, reading dialy, with at 
least 3 times per week to an adult (including comprehension), SPAG.com. Students may also choose to 
complete takeaway homework in any subject area:  

Create a research info pack, write a newspaper article, Write a word list for topic vocabulary 

PSHE - ‘Celebrating 
difference’ - Cultural 
differences and how they can 
cause conflict.  
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English—We will conclude reading Eye of the Wolf . Next, we will  go on an imaginary mission 
back in time to warn the people of Pompeii about the volcanic eruption, with a focus on 
locating key information in the text . We will also study Mark Twain’s ‘The Prince and the 
Pauper’ as part of our performing arts focus. We will enjoy debate in a conclusion to the 
term.   

Computing—Scratch 
programming, game design. 
Students learn about sprite 
movement using co-ordinates 
before creating AI controlled 
sprites, graphics, collision 
detection and a score 
variable for their game. 

Music—Classroom Jazz 2 by 
Ian Gray. This topic focuses 
on: Development of 
improvisation skills, 
understanding of notation, 
note values.  

Geography-Students will 

study  Brazil, Identifying the 

location and characteristics of 

a range of Brazil’s human and 

physical features. They will 

also contrast their knowledge 

of South America with North 

America. 

Design and Technology—
Students are developing 
their hand and machine 
tool skills to finish their 
message pad holder 

French— Continued focus on 
using real French in the 
classroom to communicate 
with others. Students will 
also learn how to say dates  
(birthdays, festivals etc) and 
practise these in surveys.  

Art—Students will be exploring 
African art/crafts. Looking at 
Ramuald Hazoume’s African 
masks which are made from 
plastic containers and represent 
modern day slavery. Student 
will be creating their own 
African masks made from 
recycled plastic bottles. 

Maths—Students will develop their understanding of fractions by comparing, adding and 
subtracting fractions.  They will also work on multiplying and dividing fractions.  Students will 

then explore coordinates and solve problems involving shapes on a coordinate grid. 

Science - Electricity topic 
includes making and 
drawing different types of 
circuits.  

Light topic will include how 
light travels including 
diagrams, reflecting and 
shadows . 

P.E.—Boys will develop skills 
for playing competitive 
football, applying principles 
suitable for attacking and 
defending. Girls will continue 
to develop flexibility, 
strength, technique, control 
and balance in gymnastics. 

Homework—Most weeks students will have MyMaths, 1 sheet of Maths homework, reading 3 times 
per week (including comprehension), SPAG.com. Students may also choose to complete takeaway 
homework in any subject area:  

Create a research info pack, write a newspaper article, Write a word list for topic vocabulary 

PSHE—’Celebrating difference’. 
Perceptions of normality, 
disability, understanding 
bullying, inclusion/exclusion, 
differences as 
conflict/celebration. Empathy. 

Year 6 Curriculum 
Autumn Half term 2 
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English—We will read Private Peaceful, studying the structure of this contemporary text and 
analysing how Morpurgo creates a strong sense of character and narrative voice. This prose 
study will allow us to begin developing the skills required to analyze structure, content, 
language and form and learn how to refer to the writer's craft and  the readers' responses in 
our answers. We will also study the stage performance of this text as well as film excerpts.  

Computing— Python 
Programming. Students 
learn about the basics of a 
high-level programming 
language, including using 
variables, lists and the print 
command to build their own 
Python programs. 

Music—Blues Music. This 
topic focuses on:  How the 
Blues Music was founded 
(Slave Trade) Characteristics 
of the genre, 12 Bar Blues 
Chord Pattern, development 
of Chords and using notes 
from the Blues scale in C.  

RE- Students consider the 
beliefs and traditions held by 
world religions. Geography– 
Students study China and 
India, exploring economic 
activity and urbanisation. 
History— Students study the 
Norman conquest and the 
church, state and society in 
Medieval Britain  

Design and Technology 

Textiles—Students are 
designing and making either a 
wall hanging or fabric roll 
wrap, using new techniques 
and equipment  

Resistant Materials—Students 
are designing and making a 
plastic pod, using new 
techniques and equipment.   

French— Describing your 

family in detail. 

Physical and character 

descriptions of the people 

and pets in your family.  

Applying grammar rules. 

Building complex sentences. 

Art—Students will be developing 
their observational and creative 
skills, learning how to draw a 
portrait at the same time as 
learning about the civil rights 
movement in America and 
discovering important British 
and American Black figures in 
history and today. 

Maths—Students will be developing their understanding of: Fraction—looking at equivalent fractions; 
comparing and ordering using symbols; convert between mixed numbers and improper fraction; add 
and subtracting fractions and fractions of an amount. Statistics– collecting and interpret data, 
drawing charts and calculating the averages. 

Science—Particles. This 
includes states of matter, 
changing state and gas 
pressure. 

Forces. This will include what 
forces are, types of force and 
the interaction of forces. 

  

P.E.— Continue to master skills 
and use a range of tactics and 
strategies to overcome 
opponents in direct competition 
through football. Girls develop 
their technique and improve 
their performance in 
gymnastics. 

Homework 
Students should expect homework from a range of topics up to 4 hours a week, including weekly 
homework from Maths and English. They may also be offered additional tasks that will be useful to 
for them to prepare for upcoming lessons. 

PSHE— ‘Celebrating difference’. 
Assertiveness, accepting 
differences, challenging 
stereotypes, prejudice, 
discrimination, and bullying 
behaviours 

Year 7 Curriculum 

Autumn Half term 2 
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English—Reading  Charles Dickens’ ‘A Christmas Carol. This unit is a 19th century fiction study in order 
to respond to a question on GCSE Literature paper 1 section B.  We will analyze structure, content, 
language and form and learn how to refer to the writer's craft and  the readers' responses in our 
answers. 

Computing-  Python 
programming. Students 
learn about custom functions 
before designing and 
building their own program 
that uses a custom function. 
Students will then quality 
test their programs. 

Music- Music for Media. This 
topic focuses on the Impact 
music has on a film/TV 
adverts. Compositional skills 
using elements and devices 
of music to show 
representation of a 
character/thing.  

RE- Students make 
connections between 
religious beliefs, actions and 
teachings. studies. History-
Power and Politics in the 
16th century during Tudor 
and Stuart rule 
Geography—The key 
processes relating to 
Tectonics  

Design and Technology 
Food - Students are learning 
new skills, creating dishes and 
products such as bread, goujons 
and will have a Masterchef 
competition 

Graphics—Students will learn 
new techniques, new drawing 
systems such as oblique, 
isometric and perspective 

French—Masterchef 

Mealtimes, studying 

authentic recipes. Planning 

and presentation of a 

recipe & an account of the 

process of making the dish. 

Formation of the perfect 

(past) tense, accurate use 

of different determiners. 

Art—Students will learn 
about the Pop Art 
movement. Creating 
observational drawings of 
food and producing a 3D 
sculpture of their chosen 
food item inspired by the 
oversized sculptures by Claes 
Oldenburg. 

Maths Students will developing their understanding of: Statistics—construct and analyse stem and 
leaf diagrams.  Calculate the averages for non grouped data. Geometry—calculating the volume 
and surface area of cuboids.  Construct plans and elevations of 3-D shapes.  Calculate the area and 
circumference of a circle. 

Science—Health and Life 
Style. This includes work on 
nutrition, testing foods and 
the digestive system. We will 
also study unhealthy choices 
in life style, including drugs, 
alcohol and smoking. 

P.E.— Revisit and  develop 
skills and use a range of 
tactics and strategies to 
overcome opponents in 
direct competition through 
hockey. Girls develop their 
technique and improve their 
performance in gymnastics. 

Homework 
Students should expect homework from a range of topics up to 4 hours a week, including weekly 
homework from Maths and English. They may also be offered additional tasks that will be useful to 
for them to prepare for upcoming lessons. 

PSHE—’Celebrating 
difference’. Similarities and 
differences, social injustice 
and inequality, persuasion, 
positive contributions, self-
efficacy. 

Year 8 Curriculum 

Autumn Half term 2 
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